Heart failure and sudden cardiac death:
key facts and implantable heart rhythm devices (ICDs, CRT-Ds)

What is Heart Failure (HF) and Sudden Cardiac Death (SCD)?

Despite its name, HF does not mean that the heart suddenly stops functioning. HF is a progressive condition where the heart cannot pump enough blood to meet the body’s needs efficiently. The condition begins when the heart is weakened due to structural or functional damage (e.g. following a heart attack or persistent high blood pressure). Over time, the failing heart no longer contracts as strongly or is as coordinated as before, further affecting its ability to pump. The heart needs to work harder to keep blood circulating around the body. This causes stress to the heart leading to the heart muscle enlarging, further weakening it and progressing the heart failure. ¹

SCD is usually defined as death due to cardiac causes occurring within 1 hour of the onset of symptoms. ²

Key facts and figures on HF and SCD

- Heart failure has developed into a major burden in the Western world, which increasingly affects millions of people. ³
- HF is predicted to increase substantially over the coming decades in Europe. ⁴
- Over 500,000 people in the UK have been diagnosed with heart failure. ⁵
- More than 350,000 people in Europe die each year due to SCD. ⁷
- Approximately 75–80% of the 70,000 sudden cardiac deaths in England and Wales in 2010 could be attributed to ventricular arrhythmias (abnormal heart rhythms caused by problems in the electrical conduction system of the heart). ⁸
- Heart failure constitutes one of the biggest hospitalisation costs facing the National Health Service (NHS) in the UK with over 5% of emergency admissions and 2% of all NHS inpatient bed days. ⁹
- This burden is only set to increase because heart failure is the only cardiovascular disease on the rise. There are many treatments available to treat the symptoms and causes of heart failure but many patients have persistent and progressive symptoms and overall prognosis is poor. ¹⁰

The role of CRTs and ICD devices

**Implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs)** are proven to be the most effective therapy to protect against SCD.¹¹ They have transformed the lives of many people with life-threatening arrhythmia. They work by administering an electrical shock to the heart (defibrillation) to reset the heart’s rhythm and restore normal blood flow throughout the body.

**Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy (CRT) devices** have an established role in treatment of heart failure. CRT devices stimulate both of the heart’s lower chambers so that they are
“synchronised” and become more efficient in pumping blood around the body. There are two types of CRT devices:

1. CRT-Ps are specific pacemakers with the added capability to re-synchronise the heart.
2. CRT-Ds have a further facility to defibrillate the heart if a person is at risk from life-threatening arrhythmias.

**The importance of device longevity and EnduraLife™ Battery Technology**

As patients live longer, increased device battery longevity is vital and can lead to fewer replacement procedures and a lower risk of complications. Reducing re-intervention can also have an important impact on the UK health system, offering substantial savings to commissioners and increased efficiency for cardiac services able to treat more new patients at no additional costs.

EnduraLife Battery Technology delivers the longest projected longevity and significantly outperforms industry averages, even with enhanced features and MultiSite Pacing turned on - confirmed by real-world, independent post-market studies.

EnduraLife Battery Technology was developed by Boston Scientific’s highly skilled team of battery engineers and the batteries that go into our ICDs and CRT-Ds are manufactured in-house, because traditional batteries were struggling to deliver the longevity and flexibility required for high voltage devices.

Boston Scientific current portfolio features the world’s longest-lasting ICDs and CRT-Ds, with real-world longevity projections of nine to 13 years. Nine independent studies confirmed that Boston Scientific CRT-Ds offer industry-leading longevity.

**Resonate family of CRT-D devices**

In February 2017, Boston Scientific launched the RESONATE™ cardiac resynchronisation therapy defibrillator (CRT-D) systems in Europe, a new family of devices featuring SmartCRT technology, which received CE Mark and are now available for heart failure patients across Europe.

The Resonate family is supported by the company’s EnduraLife battery technology.

EnduraLife can offer up to 14.7 years battery life, 13.3 years with MultiSite Pacing switched on, meaning physicians and patients alike can have full confidence in the longevity of these devices.

**NICE guidance on EnduraLife™ Battery Technology for treating patients with heart failure**

In March 2017, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) issued medical technology guidance recommending the use of Boston Scientific CRT-D powered by EnduraLife Battery Technology for treating patients with heart failure who have left ventricular dysfunction with a left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) of 35% or less.

NICE concluded that:

- EnduraLife battery-powered CRT-Ds can improve outcomes for patients, reduce the number of overall replacement surgeries, and save the NHS approximately £6 million in the first five years.

---

*a* Multisite pacing: when the device delivers pacing stimuli at multiple sites within the same vein.

*Indications, contraindications, warnings and instructions for use can be found in the product labeling supplied with each device. Information for the use only in countries with applicable health authority product registrations. This document may not be used in France. CRM-460202-AA MAR2017*
– The savings were made due to costs associated with early replacement procedures, such as a reduction in hospital admissions, bed days and procurement costs.
– Replacement procedures also equated to a reduction in associated costs accrued from post-operative complications and infections – both of which also have a measurable impact on morbidity and mortality.
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